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CPBM – 2010 
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Good results using data and information available at that time!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While I am here to discuss the latest step in the evolution of the Corps investment strategy for the IMTS, I wanted to start with discussing the very important first step that was completed in the Spring of 2010.  That team did a fantastic job of using the data and information available at that time to produce very good baseline results.  Now, let’s take a quick look at each of the main criteria categories so you can get a better feel for the tremendous progress we have built on this foundation.NEXT SLIDE
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CPBM (2010) – “Risk & Reliability” 
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“Risk and Reliability” based on Condition description, and simple 
weighting, at top asset level, i.e. the Lock or Dam 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting with the Risk and Reliability Criteria.The Condition ratings and definitions used were consistent with our annual budgeting process at that time, including the incorporation of the DSAC rating from our robust Dam Safety program.Of note is that because we did not yet have the capability to do risk or reliability IMTS-wide that the Condition rating was used as a “surrogate” to represent them.  Additionally, these Condition Ratings were at the top level, or at the Lock and Dam.NEXT SLIDE
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CPBM (2010) – “Economic Impact” 
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Shipper-Carrier 
Cost (SCC) 

Model (annual 
ONLY!) 

* CPBM Report – “It should be noted that although the Algorithm allows for 
consideration of risk of failure, that feature was not used in this analysis because the 
probabilities have not yet been developed.” 

X 

= 

* 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Economic Return Criteria I will focus on the Economic Impact criteria, and Mark Hammond will provide a short overview after me on the process of how the BCR’s are updated for the original high priority projects.While this slide seems busy, it really boils down to Economic Impact prioritization being a function of the Severity Multiplier (which is a function of tonnage and capacity of an auxiliary chamber if one exists) and the Annual Transportation Rate Savings determined from the Shipper-Carrier Cost (SCC) model developed by the Planning Center of Expertise for Inland navigation (PCXIN).Note that the 2010 process did not use or consider any Risk of Failure because the probabilities had not yet been developed.NEXT SLIDE
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CPBM (2010) – Recommendation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to making investment strategy recommendations, the team also made many other recommendations, of note for this discussion is as related to the “Future of the Capital Projects Business Model.” Specifically I’d like to highlight the recognition of the importance of life-cycle asset management as a means to determine project prioritization resulting n the best Inland Marine Transportation System that we can provide to continue to support you and the Nation’s needs.NEXT SLIDE
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Then           Now 
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CPBM 2010 
1. Single Condition – only at 

Lock and Dam “top level”  
2. “Risk of Failure” not 

considered 
3. SCC Model only used for 

Annual Transportation 
Rate Savings 

Life Cycle Asset Management  
1. Condition assessments for 

166,000 components across 
entire IMTS! 

2. Baseline Failure Curves! 
3. Economic impacts from SCC 

Model considering various 
intervals of unscheduled 
outages from 1 to 365 days! 

“Best IMTS” = Lower “Total Risk Exposure” (TRE) 

Can use all of the above to 
determine the Total Risk Exposure 

for EACH Site in IMTS!!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that was a very quick summary of where we started, that critical first step.  Now I’d like to very quickly let you know where we are in the next step of the investment strategy.In the short 3+ years since we completed the initial CPBM strategy we have conducted “boots on ground” condition assessments at all IMTS sites all the way down to the Component/sub-component level…that translates to condition ratings on over 166,000 “things” supporting the IMTS.  Additionally we have, in conjunction with our Risk Management Center, developed initial baseline failure curves applicable to all of these components.  Lastly, and perhaps most important we have developed an analytic methodology that ties the components and their failure curves to the detailed economic impacts of various Unscheduled Outages in the SCC Model (NOT just the 365 day value previously mentioned).  We have been using this risk-informed analytic capability for the last couple of years to inform us in our annual budget process concerning critical non-routine maintenance.  While the data and analytics were designed to develop annual budget work packages, we have found that when applied to EVERYTHING mission critical at the site that we can quantify what we call the Total Risk Exposure at EACH IMTS site.That looks graphically like this…NEXT SLIDE
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USACE AM Total Risk Exposure (TRE) 
Total Risk Exposure is composed of:  
“Residual Risk” – Components in “A” & “B” condition 
that currently do NOT show impacts on mission 
performance (including components that have been 
Repaired/Replaced) 
“Operational Risk” – Components in “C” thru “F” 
condition that currently show impacts on mission 
performance  

Inventory Condition P(f) 
Econ Impact on 

Shippers and Carriers 

X 

X = Risk  
(@ Component level) 

∑ = TRE 

For EACH IMTS Site (to Component level): 

Each IMTS Site will have varying degrees of Operational 
and Residual Risk which can inform Investment Strategies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand that all risk can never be mitigated and that some level of risk is must be accepted. So what we want to focus our Capital Investment strategy on is that risk that is already causing impacts, to some level, on mission performance…we call this Operational Risk, and by our Operational Condition Assessment, or OCA, PROCESS that includes all components in “C” or worse conditions.  There are many many components in better condition than “C” in the IMTS that according to OCA process do not currently show any impact on mission and those components make up the “Residual Risk” at our project sites.  This also includes any components that WERE Operational Risk that have been recently Fully Repaired OR Replaced.So for each site in the IMTS we now have the capability to address, or analyze,: The Site Specific inventory; the conditions of the components in that site specific inventory, and subsequent probability of failure due to those conditions ANDthe specific economic impact as a result of a failure of that component IF it causes an unscheduled outage of varying duration.NOTE that the Economic Impacts from the PCXIN’s SCC Model are unique for each IMTS site and considers traffic, auxiliary lock availability among other factorsWhen all of this is combined we believe we have a site specific/unique Total Risk Exposure (TRE), including Operational Risk Exposure (ORE) and Residual Risk Exposure (RRE), that can be used to inform the overall IMTS investment strategy.Conceptually, that Spectrum of Investment Strategies may look like thisNEXT SLIDE
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HIGH Residual Risk Exposure 
LOW Operational Risk Exposure 

SIMILAR Residual Risk Exposure 
SIMILAR Operational Risk Exposure 

LOW Residual Risk Exposure 
HIGH Operational Risk Exposure 

= Strategic Maintenance 
Management 

Investment Strategy Risk Exposure Levels 

= ?? Maintain OR 
Restore?? 

= 
Past the “Point of No 

Return?” – Rehab 
best option 

Spectrum of Investment Strategies 

…and everything in between… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first example in light blue we have High Residual Risk and Relatively Low Operational Risk (represented in the dark blue). We believe this is an indicator that this site is in very good shape and performs well and that we should focus our annual maintenance budgets and execution in a manner that ensures that those components in good condition do not begin to deteriorate and create MORE Operational Risk Exposure.Conversely, in the last example, we have relatively High Operational Risk Exposure when considered with the current Residual Risk Exposure and we believe this is a leading indicator that we will probably NOT be able to reduce the ORE with annual appropriations and that we are probably “Past the Point of No Return” and the primary option is a major rehab or construction as part of the CPBM and Trust Fund.Because this is a spectrum, that means there will be a point somewhere, a threshold as it were, where Corps Leadership and the User Board will have to make tough Maintain or Restore decisions, but at least we can now make these decisions in a risk-informed life cycle asset management context.While this was a discussion of the conceptual, I wanted to let you know that the Asset Management team has actually DONE it on a small subset of the IMTS for a specific stakeholder in Illinois.NEXT SLIDE
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Application to Subset of the IMTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table includes all IMTS sites that touch the state of Illinois and have been organized by the three general “bins” just discussed.  Just on this limited subset of sites, there are indications that some priority CPBM results have been validated (as an example L&D 52/53, the two at the bottom, and Lagrange immediately above them) and others where according to this risk informed analysis should be REMOVED from the CPBM strategy in total (as an example TJ O’Brien).  If you attended WCI last November in Houston one of our Asset Management team members provided a detailed presentation on exactly this topic.The Asset Management team is in the process of updating the Economic Impact data from the PCXIN SCC Model so we have the latest data, and then applying this approach to the entire IMTS.  Additionally, you have probably noticed that throughout this presentation I have referenced that everything I have talked about is at the Component level, so the Asset Management team will also be processing that data to identify potential targeted strategic investment opportunities/strategies at the COMPONENT level in addition to Project Site level investments.In total, this approach should inform not only the Capital Investment strategy for the Trust Fund, but also where to best invest our annual appropriated funds.Lastly, we recognize that this approach, while much more detailed and mature than the original CPBM, is still just a step in our efforts to continually improve the IMTS.  Mark Hammond, who is up next, will touch briefly on capabilities we are working on for that next step in the future.
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In Summary 
Life Cycle Asset Management Analysis using: 

1. Condition assessments for 166,000 components across entire IMTS! 
2. Baseline Failure Curves! 
3. Economic impacts from SCC Model considering various intervals of 

unscheduled outages from 1 to 365 days! 
 

Enables… 
 

Development of Total Risk Exposure, including Operational and Residual 
Risk, at EACH IMTS Site 
 

Which Provides a… 
 

Risk-Informed Project Prioritization and Overall Portfolio Investment 
Strategies 

That… 
Provides for the BEST IMTS 

Approach Consistent with ISO 31000 “Risk Management” and 
Portfolio Management in Financial Sector 
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Questions? 
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